
   

This 3-in-1 tool allows you to 

simultaneously change the 

Window/Level of an image with 

the left mouse button, resize it 

with the right button, and pan 

with the center scroll wheel. 

 

The Auto-Brightness tool applies 

the optimum view based on a 

histogram analysis of the image 

In the active viewport.  

The Invert tool allows you to easily 

toggle the polarity of an image 

(on/off) to create a negative display.  

The Magnification tool easily allows 

you to magnify a selected area of an 

image. The tool can also be adjusted 

to increase the level of magnification 

by scrolling the mouse wheel.  

The Line Measurement tool allows 

you to accurately measure the 

distance between two points. Simply 

click the beginning and end of points 

of the areas you wish to measure.  

The Transischial Measurement tool 

allows you to compare trochanter 

positions within the images to 

assess differential leg lengths. 

The Add Text tool allows you to 

type any text that you would like to 

place on the image. Simply click 

outside of the text box when done. 

The Angle Measurement tool 

displays an accurate angle of 

measurement when 3 various 

points are clicked on any image. 

The Cobb Angle tool extrapolates 

the point where 2 lines intersect, 

then displays the Cobb Angle when 4 

points are selected to create 2 lines. 

The Delete All Annotations tool 

allows you to delete all of the 

annotations in the image view at 

one time. To delete a single 

annotation, simply right-click on it. 

The Cine tool allows you to 

animate any active series. You can 

stop, pause, move forward or 

backward, and adjust the speed. 

The Global Stack tool allows you to 

produce a stack of all images in the 

study within a single viewport. 

The Localizer or ‘Scout’ Line tool will 

display a reference line when you are 

comparing images of different planes. 

The Link All tool will link all currently 

displayed series by automatically 

aligning the slices of the image based 

upon their DICOM orientation. 

The Edge Enhancement tool allows 

you to more easily detect tube 

placements, hairline fractures, etc. 

The Print tool allows you to send 

the selected patient image(s) to a 

printer connected to your workstation. 

The Reset tool allow you to change the 

image display parameters to the way 

that they originally appeared on screen.  

The External Application tool can be  

configured to launch various third party 

applications, such as Merge OrthoCase. 
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Find Your 
Patients 

Double 
Click 

Anywhere 
on the Line 

View the 
Images 

Print, 
Annotate 
or Save 
Images 

Close the 
Study 

EASY 

WORKFLOW 

PATTERN! 

You can control various options on your screen 

and viewing panel by hovering over the ‘Options’ 

icon and choosing the ‘User Preferences’ setting. 

An implied wildward is automatically added to the 

end of any query search. 

Got a Question? 

Call us ANYTIME 

at 1- (877) 741-5369 

Dial ‘M’ for Merge! 

You can easily change your password or personal 

information by hovering over the ‘Options’ icon 

and choosing the ‘User Profile’ setting. 

 

1.    Hover over the ‘Study Performed’ field to select a date range. 

2. Enter values (optional) into any or all of the remaining search fields.  

3. Click ‘Search’ to begin the search process. 

 

 

1.   ‘Save’ allows you to specify search criteria and create a Saved Worklist. 

2.   ‘Clear’ resets the Date Range and Modality, and clears all other fields. 

3.    Choose any Search Preset to Perform that search on demand. 

 
If a Study contains an Order Requisition, it 

can be displayed in the Viewer by using the 

Requisition View. The Viewer supports: 

 

• DICOM Images 

• Non-DICOM Images (like JPG and GIF) Files 

• Portable Document Format (PDF) Files 

• Microsoft Office Files (like Word or PowerPoint) 

• Videos (like AVI or MPG) Files 

 

DID YOU KNOW?!? 

You can change how you view the Study List by making 

a different selection in the ‘Group By’ drop-down menu.  
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To open a related study in the viewer, you can click on the 

‘HISTORY’ tab located toward the upper left side. When 

additional studies are chosen, each one will have its own 

panel along with thumbnails, demographic information, and 

a modality specific toolbar. You can have up to three study 

panels can be open at one time. Each study panel may also be 

closed individually, except for the one that was originally selected. 

You will also find additional information such as requisitions and 

reports for the same patient (if available). 

 


